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We prove that the quasistationary phase field equations
t(u+.)&2u= f,
&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)=u,
where W(t)=(t2&1)2 is a double-well potential, admit a solution, when the space
dimension n3, and that the solutions converge for =  0 to solutions of the Stefan
problem with GibbsThomson law.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem
The quasistationary phase field equations read
t(u+.)&2u= f,
(1.1)
&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)=u,
where W(t)=(t2&1)2 is a double-well potential. This is a system of a
linear parabolic and a semilinear elliptic equation. The first equation is a
heat diffusion equation, and the second one is the EulerLagrange equation
of the LandauGinzburg free energy functional
F=(.) :=|
0
= |{.| 2+
1
=
W(.)&u.. (1.2)
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In the ordinary phase field equations
t(u+.)&2u= f,
(1.3)
:(=) = t.&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)=u,
the second equation is replaced by a gradient flow of F= . Since the time
derivative of . is missing in (1.1), compactness of . is not immediate, when
(1.3) is approximated. Existence of solutions for the quasistationary phase
field equations when Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed for u
and when the space dimension n3 was proved by Plotnikov and
Starovoitov in [18]. There as main tool for establishing compactness of .,
the following theorem was proved:
Theorem [18]. Let X and Y be two reflexive Banach spaces and let
X/Y be compactly embedded. Moreover, for t # [0, T] let Kt be a family
of sets contained in a relatively compact subset K of Y which satisfy
f, g # Kt , f &g # X O f =g. (1.4)
We consider a sequence of measurable functions un : [0, T]  X and
.n : [0, T]  Y with
.n(t) # Kt ,
&un&L 2(0, T; X ) , &.n &L (0, T; Y )C<,
wn :=un+.n  w strongly in L2(0, T; Y).
Then un , .n  u, . strongly in L2(0, T; Y).
(1.4) is applied to the situation where f and g are solutions of the second
equation of (1.1) supplemented with homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions. Due to the Dirichlet boundary conditions which are satisfied
by u, one knows additionally that f &g # W1 1, 2(0), and one concludes that
f =g.
When Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on u, this argument
does not apply. In this paper, we prove existence of solutions for (1.1) in
the case of Neumann boundary conditions with a different method.
Theorem 1.1. Let <{0//Rn, n3 be open and connected, 0 # C1, 1,
W(t)=(t2&1)2, and 0<=<1. For T>0, f # L2(0, T; L2(0)) and w0 # L2(0),
there exists a solution (u, .), with u # L2(0, T; L2(0)), . # L(0, T; W1, 2(0)),
of the quasistationary phase field equations, that is they satisfy
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t(u+.)&2u= f in 0_]0, T[,
&u=0 on 0_]0, T[, (1.5)
(u+.)(0)=w0 ,
and
&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)=u in 0_]0, T[ ,
(1.6)
&.=0 on 0_]0, T[ .
Moreover putting
G=(’) :=|
0
= |{’|2+
1
=
W(’)+
1
2
’2, (1.7)
for given +>0, there are solutions which additionally satisfy
G=(.(t))&|
0
w(t) .(t) inf
’ # W 1, 2 (0)
G=(’)&|
0
w(t) ’++, (1.8)
where w :=u+., and the following Ljapunov-type condition
G=(.(t))&|
0
w(t) .(t)+ 12 |
0
|w(t)|2+|
t
0
|
0
|{u| 2
 inf
’ # W 1, 2 (0)
G=(’)&|
0
w0’+ 12 |
0
|w0 |2+|
t
0
|
0
fu, (1.9)
for almost all t # [0, T].
To get compactness of ., the semilinear elliptic equation in (1.6) will be
investigated. It does not admit a unique solution, and the differential
operator has no continuous inverse. This is due to the fact that the semi-
linear term W$ is not monotone increasing, and so F= is not convex.
Actually, this equation can have infinitely many solutions, see [3, 4, and 9].
However, it was proved by Canarius and the author in [2] that F= has only
finitely many absolute minima. This result is used in the present paper in
combination with a time-discrete approximation of (1.1) where . is chosen
to descend in a special way in terms of the free energy F= . This will yield
compactness of . and the existence of solutions.
Finally, we prove in Theorem 5.1 that solutions (u= , .=) of the quasi-
stationary phase field equations satisfying (1.8) and (1.9) converge as =  0,
+=  0 to limits which are after a normalization solutions of the Stefan
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problem with GibbsThomson law. This convergence result is proved by
putting together several results known from the literature. In this case, the
compactness of (.=)= can be proved by using a compactness theorem of
Luckhaus, see [13]. The GibbsThomson law is established following the
outline given by Luckhaus and Modica in [14], using results about 1-limits
by Modica and Mortola, see [15, 16], and Reshetnyak’s theorem, see
[19]. In the Dirichlet case, this convergence was also proved in [18].
1.2. The Stefan Problem
The Stefan problem is a mathematical model that describes the melting
and solidification of materials. It is a free boundary problem for parabolic
equations. If u is the temperature and zero the melting point of the
material, u has to satisfy after normalizing constants to one, a heat diffu-
sion equation
t u&2u=0
in the domain where u>0 and u<0 separately, that is in the domain
where the material is liquid or solid. The set 1 where u is zero is assumed
to be a smooth manifold; this is the interface between the liquid and the
solid. It is a free boundary which has to be determined within the problem.
On 1, u has to satisfy
&t=&x u+&&x u,
where &=(&x , &t) is the unit normal of 1 directing from the solid into the
liquid. Physically this means that the amount of material melted is propor-
tional to the amount of heat flowing into 1. The Stefan problem can be
reduced to a weak formulation:
t(u+.)&2u= f,
(1.10)
. # {
[0]
[0, 1]
[1]
if u<0,
if u=0,
if u>0.
Here also a heat source-sink term f is added. In this formulation the set
where u is zero need not be a manifold, it actually can have nonzero
Lebesgue measure. The Stefan problem in its weak formulation was treated
for example by Friedman in [6] where existence and uniqueness of solu-
tions was proved.
In the Stefan problem, the material is in the liquid or solid phase if the
temperature is above or below the melting temperature, respectively. But in
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physical experiments, one can observe a liquid with a temperature below
the melting point. This phenomenon is called supercooling; the analogous
situation for a solid is superheating. Superheating and supercooling appear
in some mathematical models which include surface tension. For example,
let u # L1(0) be a given temperature distribution. Now consider the
functional defined by
F(.) :=|
0
4
3 |{.|&u. (1.11)
on the set BVC(0) :=[. # BV(0) | .(0)[\1]]. Each such . corre-
sponds to a liquid-solid configuration by setting the domain occupied by
the liquid or solid to be the set where . is +1 or &1, respectively. F(.)
represents the free energy of the liquid-solid configuration corresponding to
. with the given temperature distribution u. The physically acceptable
stationary liquid-solid configurations for the given temperature distribution
u correspond to the absolute minima of F. The functional F and its physical
relations are discussed by Visintin in [23]. In that paper, metastability of
relative minima is defined and discussed.
Extremals of F satisfy the GibbsThomson law at the liquid-solid inter-
face, to be precise: let . be a relative minimum of F, x0 be contained in
1 :=(.&1(1)) & 0, which is the liquid-solid interface, 1 be a C2-manifold
of codimension 1 in a neighbourhood of x0, and let u be continuous in a
neighbourhood of x0, then
u(x0)=&(n&1) 43 }(x0), (1.12)
where }(x0) is the mean curvature of 1 in x0 taken positive or negative if
the centre of curvature lies on the solid or liquid side, respectively. If 1 and
u do not satisfy the regularity conditions above, one can replace (1.12) by
a weak formulation which is given in [13]:
If 0 # C2, u # W1, 2(0) & Lq(0) with q>n+1, and . is a relative mini-
mum of F, then for all ! # C(0 , Rn) with ! &0=0, we have
|
0
4
3 (div !&&
T!$&) |{.|&div(u!).=0, (1.13)
where &0 is the outer normal of 0 and &={.|{.| is a RadonNikodym
derivative. On the other hand, if (1.13) is satisfied, then (1.12) holds on
parts of 1 where it is a C2-manifold of codimension 1 and u is continuous.
Unlike (1.12), in the classical Stefan problem the temperature u is zero
on the free boundary. Now we replace this condition by the weak formula-
tion of (1.12) and get the equations:
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t(u+.)&2u= f,
., u satisfy (1.13), (1.14)
. # BVC(0) for almost all t # [0, T].
Luckhaus proved in [13] that (1.14) has a solution. Moreover the solu-
tions obtained in [13] minimize the penalized free energy, more precisely
.(t) is an absolute minimum of
F (’) :=|
0
4
3 |{’|&(u(t)+.(t)) ’. (1.15)
The term &0 .(t) ’ penalizes ’ from being far away from .(t). In [13],
an example is given that (1.14), (1.15) admits no solution if the penalizing
term in (1.15) is omitted.
The Stefan problem is a sharp interface problem, as it separates strictly the
liquid from the solid phase. In contrast, the phase field equations (1.3) have a
transition region. For references on the phase field equations see for example [12,
5, 1, and 17]. Here . is an order parameter which describes the material as being
liquid or solid if .r+1 or .r&1, respectively. The phase field equations use
the LandauGinzburg free energy functional (1.2) instead of F in (1.11).
Caginalp showed in [1] using formal asymptotics that the phase field
equations approximate the Stefan problem with GibbsThomson law.
Dropping t. in (1.3), one obtains the quasistationary phase field equa-
tions (1.1). As already pointed out in the previous subsection, existence of
solutions of (1.1) and their convergence to the Stefan problem with Gibbs
Thomson law was proved for Dirichlet boundary conditions for u in [18]
and is proved for Neumann boundary conditions in this paper. In case of
Neumann boundary conditions . may not satisfy .(0)[\1] in the limit
=  0. However, we will prove that .(t) is constant throughout 0 if
.(t)  BVC(0). Hence this is a proper solution of the Stefan problem with
GibbsThomson law after a normalization as described in the main text
after Theorem 5.1.
1.3. Example
We consider the equations
t(u+.)&2u=1 in 0_]0, [ ,
&u=0 on 0_]0, [ ,
(1.16)
&2= 2.(t)+
1
=
W$(.(t))=u(t) in 0 for almost all t # ]0, [ ,
&.(t)=0 on 0 for almost all t # ]0, [ .
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We are looking for solutions (u, ., w=u+.) of (1.16) on an interval
[0, T] which are continuous in time in all components and satisfy the
initial conditions (u, ., w)(0)#(0, &1, &1). The third equation in (1.16) is
equivalent to
&2= 2.(t)+
1
=
W$(.(t))+.(t)=w(t) in 0 for almost all t # ]0, [ .
(1.17)
We define #=(s) :=(1=) W$(s)+s. We have [s | #$=(s)>0]=[s | W"(s)
>&=]=]&, &(1- 3)+$=[ _ ](1- 3)&$= , [, where $= a 0 as = a 0.
Obviously (u= , .= , w=), defined by
u= :=w=&.= ,
w=(t) :=t&1,
.=(t) :=\#= } &&, & 1- 3+$=&+
&1
(w=(t)),
for t # [0, T=] with T= :=#=(&(1- 3)+$=)+1, is an in time continuous
solution. Since W"(.=(t))>&= for t<T= , the semilinear term in (1.17) is
monotonically increasing. Hence this solution and its restrictions to subin-
tervals [0, T] of [0, T=] are the only in time continuous solutions of (1.16)
on these subintervals satisfying the above initial conditions. Moreover
(u= , .= , w=) admits no in time continuous extension on an interval
[0, T=+$] for any $>0. Indeed, since .=(T=) is a local maximum for #= ,
we would infer from (1.16) that &2= 2.=w&w(T=)>0 on 0 for these
extensions. Since 0 2.= 0, this is impossible. Therefore the first point of
this example is that we cannot expect globally in time continuous solutions
of (1.1). The second point is that even these in time continuous solutions
admit a certain deficiency explained now. We see that =T= W$(&(1- 3)
+$=)+=(&(1- 3)+$=)+=  W$(&(1- 3))>0 and therefore T=  
as =  0. Taking = sufficiently small, we get for a given T>0 a unique in
time continuous solution (u= , .= , w=) of (1.16) on [0, T] satisfying the
initial conditions above. It is easily seen that (u= , .= , w=)  (u, ., w) in
L2(0, T; L2(0)), where u(t) :=t, .(t) :=&1, and w(t) :=t&1. Although
this is a solution of the Stefan problem with GibbsThomson law, the
physical interpretation of this solution means that a homogeneously heated
solid bulk with homogeneous temperature at the beginning would never
melt. But such a behaviour is not observed in experiments, see for example
[24] pp. 2527 and pp. 3235. There it is pointed out that one can under-
cool small amounts of liquid considerably; for example in experiments of
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Turnbull in 1950 the observed maximum undercooling for water was 39
degrees, and for copper it was 236 degrees. Homogeneous superheating of
a bulk solid is according to [24] unlikely to be observed. Further, when
we examine the free energy (1.11) of this solution, we see that . is not an
absolute minimum of F, and . ceases to be metastable in the terminology
of [23] when the temperature u(t)=t increases beyond a certain threshold.
As pointed out in the previous subsection, the solutions obtained in [13]
for the Stefan problem with GibbsThomson law satisfy that . is an absolute
minimum of
F (’) :=|
0
4
3 |{’|&w(t) ’, (1.18)
where w :=u+. as above. We rewrite the quasistationary phase field
equations in the form
t w&2u= f,
(1.19)
&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)+.=w,
with w=u+.. The second equation is the EulerLagrange equation of the
functional defined in (1.7). Actually, the solutions obtained in [18] for
(1.1) in the Dirichlet case satisfy that . are absolute minima of G= . In the
Neumann case, the solutions obtained in this paper satisfy (1.8) for any
given +>0. When we consider only solutions with this additional condi-
tion, the amount of superheating and supercooling remains bounded.
In case of the ordinary phase field equations, the configuration param-
eter . cannot be kept metastable since the solution of (1.3) with Neumann
boundary conditions
&u=&.=0
and the above initial conditions (u0 , .0)=(0, &1) converge to (u, .)
where as above u(t)=t and .(t)=&1.
2. TIME-DISCRETE APPROXIMATION
We assume
& f &L 2 (0, T; L 2 (0)) , &w0&L 2 (0) , T4, (2.1)
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for some 4>0, and abbreviate
E=(’) :=|
0
= |{’|2+
1
=
W(’). (2.2)
First, we show that the Ljapunov-type condition (1.9) implies that several
norms of u and . are bounded.
Lemma 2.1. Let u # L2(0, T; W1, 2(0)), . # L(0, T; W1, 2(0)) and w=
u+. satisfy (1.9). Then
&u&L (0, T; L 2(0)) & L2(0, T; W1, 2 (0)) , &.&L (0, T; L4 (0)) ,
(2.3)
&E=(.)&L (0, T ) , &w&L (0, T; L 2(0))C(0, 4),
and
&.&L (0, T; W1, 2 (0)) , &w&L 2 (0, T; W 1, 2 (0))C(0, =, 4). (2.4)
Proof. For almost all t # [0, T], we get from (1.9) with ’#1
|
0
|u(t)|2+|
0
|.(t)|4+|
0
|w(t)|2+E=(.(t))+|
t
0
|
0
|{u| 2
C(0) \1+|0 |u(t)|2+E=(.(t))+|
t
0
|
0
|{u|2+
C(0) \1+|0 |w0 |2+|0t |u| 2+|
t
0
|
0
| f |2+
C(0, 4) \1+|
t
0
|
0
|u| 2+ ,
and the assertion follows from Gronwall’s lemma. K
We set up a time-discrete approximation scheme for getting existence of
solutions of (1.5) and (1.6). We choose h>0 such that Th # N, and define
uh , .h , wh recursively on the intervals [ jh, ( j+1) h] for j # [0, ..., (Th)&1].
Let wh(0)=w0. Assume uh , .h are already defined on [0, jh], and wh #
C0([0, jh]; L2(0)). First we define .h to be constant .j on ] jh, ( j+1) h[
which satisfies the following conditions:
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G$=(.j)=wh( jh), (2.5)
G=(.0)&|
0
w0.0= inf
’ # W1, 2 (0) \G=(’)&|0 w0 ’+ if j=0, (2.6)
G=(.j)&|
0
wh( jh) .jG=(.j&1)&|
0
wh( jh) .j&1 if j1, (2.7)
where wh( jh) is considered under the embedding L2(0)/W1, 2(0)*.
Let uh be the unique solution of the parabolic boundary-value-problem
t uh&2uh= f in 0_] jh, ( j+1) h[, (2.8)
&uh=0 on 0_] jh, ( j+1) h[, (2.9)
uh( jh)=wh( jh)&.j . (2.10)
Finally define wh=uh+.j on ] jh, ( j+1) h[. Since uh # C0([ jh, ( j+1) h];
L2(0)) and (2.10) holds, we have wh # C0([0, ( j+1) h]; L2(0)). This
concludes the recursive definition.
Multiplying (2.8) with uh on ] jh, t[ for t # ] jh, ( j+1) h[, and j #
[0, ..., (Th)&1], we get, adding E=(. j)=E=(.h(t)), that
1
2 |
0
|uh(t)|2+E=(.h(t))+|
t
jh
|
0
|{uh |2
= 12 |
0
|uh( jh+)|2+E=(.h( jh+))+|
t
jh
|
0
fuh .
As 12 0 |u|
2+E=(.)=G=(.)&0 w.+ 12 0 |w|
2 for w=u+., we obtain
with induction on j that
1
2 |
0
|uh(t)|2+E=(.h(t))+|
t
0
|
0
|{uh |2
 inf
’ # W 1, 2(0)
G=(’)&|
0
w0 ’+ 12 |
0
|w0 |2+|
t
0
|
0
fuh . (2.11)
From Lemma 2.1, we conclude that a subsequence of (uh , .h , wh) converges
weakly in L2(0, T; W1, 2(0)) to (u, ., w) which satisfy (2.3) and (2.4).
As .h is piecewise constant and wh is continuous, we get from (2.8)
and (2.9)
t wh&2uh= f in 0_]0, T[,
&uh=0 on 0_]0, T[, (2.12)
wh(0)=w0 .
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As above, we can pass to the limit and get
t w&2u= f in 0_]0, T[ ,
&u=0 on 0_]0, T[ , (2.13)
w(0)=w0 ,
which is (1.5).
Finally we write
G$=(.h(t))=w(t)+w~ h(t), (2.14)
where w~ h(t) :=wh( jh)&w(t) for t # ] jh, ( j+1) h[. We compute with (2.12)
&w~ h(t)&W1, 2 (0)*=&wh( jh)&wh(t)&W1, 2 (0)*+&wh&w&L (0, T; W 1, 2 (0)*)
h12 &twh&L 2 (0, T ; W 1, 2 (0)*)+&wh&w&L (0, T ; W 1, 2 (0)*) .
Since wh is bounded in L(0, T; L2(0)) and twh is bounded in
L2(0, T; W1, 2(0)*), we obtain from [21, Theorem 3] that wh  w in
C0([0, T]; W1, 2(0)*), hence
w~ h  0 in L(0, T; W1, 2(0)*). (2.15)
As G$= : W1, 2(0)  W1, 2(0)* is a proper mapping, see [2], and [wh] is
bounded in L(0, T; L2(0)), we get from (2.14) that
[.h(t)]h, t is relatively compact in W1, 2(0). (2.16)
Now, we specify the choice of .j in (2.5)(2.7) in such a way that we
obtain compactness of (.h)h in L2(0, T; W1, 2(0)).
First, we choose .0 to be an absolute minimum of the functional
(’ [ G=(’)&0 w0 ’), as required in (2.6). We see
G$=(.0)=w0 , G="(.0)0. (2.17)
Next, we reduce the variety of possible choices of .j , which are a-priori in
the infinite-dimensional space W1, 2(0), to an essentially one-parameter
family. We recall briefly the construction in [2, Theorem 2.4]. Identifying
W1, 2(0)* with W1, 2(0), we consider G$= : W 1, 2(0)  W1, 2(0) and
G=": W1, 2(0)  L(W1, 2(0), W 1, 2(0)). We get for all ., ’, _ # W1, 2(0)
W1, 2 (0) (G$=(.), ’) W1, 2 (0)=|
0
2= {. {’+
1
=
W$(.) ’+.’,
W1, 2 (0) (G="(.) .’, _) W1, 2 (0)=|
0
2= {’ {_+
1
=
W"(.) ’_+’_.
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We see that G="(.0)=2=I+C with a compact, self-adjoint linear mapping.
From the spectral theorem for compact linear mappings, we conclude that
there is an orthonormal basis of W1, 2(0) consisting of eigenfunctions of
G="(.0). Since G="(.0) is self-adjoint and 0, all eigenvalues are real and
nonnegative. The eigenvector equation G="(.0) .’=*’ is equivalent to the
elliptic boundary value problem
&2= 2’+
1
=
W"(.0) ’+*’=0 in 0,
&’=0 on 0.
From standard elliptic theory, see [7, Section 8.12], we get that the
smallest eigenvalue is simple and has an eigenfunction v0 , &v0&W 1, 2 (0)=1,
which is positive throughout 0. We decompose W1, 2(0) :=YL[v0]
where Y is the orthogonal complement of L[v0]. G="(.0) | Y: Y  Y is an
isomorphism and there exists #>0 such that for all y # Y
(G="(.0) . y, y)2# & y&2W1, 2 (0) . (2.18)
We define 8: R_Y_Y  Y by
8( p, y, z) :=P . (G$=(.0+ pv0+ y)&w0*&z),
where P: W1, 2(0)  Y denotes the orthogonal projection of W 1, 2(0)
onto Y, and w0* is the image of w0 under the embedding L2(0)/
W1, 2(0)* rw W 1, 2(0). We obtain from (2.17) and (2.18) that 8(0, 0, 0)
=0 and y8(0, 0, 0)=P .G="(.0) | Y which is invertible. From the implicit
function theorem, there is a continuously differentiable function y: U$0 (0)_
U$1 (0)  U&(0) such that 8( p, y( p, z), z)=0, and this is the only solution
y in U&(0). We assume
&Dy( p, z)&L(R_Y, Y)1, (2.19)
for all ( p, z) # U$0(0)_U$1(0) and some 1>0. Further, since G=" is
continuous, we obtain from (2.18)
(G="(.) . y, y) # & y&2W1, 2 (0) , (2.20)
for all y # Yand . # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)), after possibly choosing $0 , $1
and & smaller. Finally, we define
%( p, z) :=(G$=(.0+ pv0+ y( p, z))&w0*, v0). (2.21)
Since G= is real-analytic, we infer that y and % are real-analytic as well.
Moreover, we know from [2] that %(., 0) is not identically zero.
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We get
G$=(.0+ pv0+ y( p, z))=w0*+%( p, z) v0+z (2.22)
for ( p, z) # U$0(0)_U$1(0), since &v0&W 1, 2 (0)=1. On the other hand, for
z # U$1(0), . # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)) and
G$=(.)=w0*+:v0+z
for some : # R, we get
.=.0+ pv0+ y( p, z) (2.23)
with p=(.&.0 , v0) .
In order to be able to apply this one-dimensional reduction, we will
choose
.j # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)). (2.24)
Additionally, we have to ensure that wh lies close to w0 . We estimate
&wh&w0 &L (0, T; W1, 2 (0)*)&twh &L2 (0, T; W1, 2 (0)*) T 12.
From (2.11), (2.12) and Lemma 2.3, we get &t wh&L 2(0, T; W 1, 2 (0)*)
C(0, =, 4), and taking T sufficiently small, we obtain
&wh&w0 &L (0, T; W1, 2 (0)*) 12 $1 (2.25)
We translate (2.5) and (2.7), which we still have to satisfy, to the language
of our one-dimensional reduction. For j # [0, ..., (Th)&1], we set
wh( jh)*=: w0*+: jv0+zj . (2.26)
(2.25) yields |:j |, &zj&Y 12 $1. Here and in the following, we omit in our
notation the dependence on h.
Abbreviating
.j ( p) :=.0+ pv0+ y( p, zj) for | p|$0 ,
(2.27)
9j (’) :=G=(’)&|
0
wh( jh) ’=G=(’)&(wh( jh)*, ’) ,
(2.22) and (2.23) yield that (2.5) and (2.7) are under the restriction of
(2.24) equivalent to
.j=.j ( pj) and %( pj , zj)=:j , (2.28)
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and
9j (.j ( pj)))9j (.j&1), (2.29)
for some | pj |<$0 .
We assume j1 and that .j&1=.j&1( p j&1) for some | p j&1 |<$0 is
already defined. We examine (2.29) in two steps. First, we verify that
9j (.j ( pj&1))9 j (.j&1) (2.30)
To this end, we establish the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let . # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)), w*=w0*+:v0+z with z #
U$1(0)Y, : # R, .( p) :=.0+ pv0+ y( p, z), for | p|$0 , represent .=
.( p )+‘ with ‘ # Y, and define 9(’) :=G=(’)&(w*, ’) and ( p) :=9(.( p)).
Then
(t [ 9(.( p )+t‘)) is strictly increasing for ‘{0, especially
9(.( p ))9(.), (2.31)
and
$( p)=%( p, z)&:. (2.32)
Proof. Let ;(t) :=[0, 1]  R be defined by ;(t) :=9(.( p )+t‘) and
observe that ;(1)=9(.). Differentiating ; we get
;$(t)=(G$=(.( p )+t‘)&G$=(.( p )), ‘) +(G$=(.( p ))&w*, ‘).
According to (2.22), we have
G$=(.( p))&w*=(w0*+%( p, z) v0+z)&(w0*+:v0+z)=(%( p, z)&:) v0 ,
(2.33)
which is orthogonal to Y, and the second term in the above equation is
zero. This yields
;$(t)=|
t
0
(G="(.( p )+s‘) .‘, ‘) dst# &‘&2Y ,
since the integrand is estimated from below using (2.20) by # &‘&2Y . This
establishes (2.31).
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Finally, we get
$( p)=(G$=(.( p))&w*, v0+p y( p, z))
=( (%( p, z)&:) v0 , v0+p y( p, z))=%( p, z)&:,
where we have used (2.33) and &v0&W 1, 2(0)=1. K
Clearly, .j&1=.j&1( pj&1)=.j ( pj&1)+‘ for some ‘ # Y, and (2.30)
follows from (2.31).
We draw a second conclusion from Lemma 2.2 and apply (2.32) to the
case where :=0 and z=0, that is w=w0 . We get
%( p, 0)=
d
dp
(G=(.0+ pv0+ y( p, 0))&|
0
w0(.0+ pv0+ y( p, 0))).
As .0 is an absolute minimum of the above functional and % is real-
analytic, not identically zero, we have %( p, 0)=k=2l+1 ak p
k with a2l+1
>0 and l0. Hence after perhaps substituting $0 , $1 by smaller values, we
get
\%(\$0 , z)$1 , (2.34)
for all z # U$1 (0).
We return to (2.28) and (2.29). Putting
j ( p) :=9j (.j ( p)) for | p|$0 , (2.35)
we see that they will follow from
$j ( pj)=0 and j ( pj)j ( pj&1), (2.36)
when we observe (2.30) and (2.32).
(2.36) gives a clear instruction of how to choose pj .
When $j ( p j&1)<0, we go to the right as long as $( p)0, that is as
long as  decreases, and arrive at a zero of $. More precisely, we set
pj :=inf [ p # [ pj&1 , $0] | $j ( p)>0].
When $j ( pj&1)0, we go to the left and set
pj :=sup [ p # [&$0 , pj&1] | $j ( p)<0].
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From (2.26), (2.32) and (2.34), we see that
\$j (\$0)
$1
2
,
so that these choices are always possible.
We summarize the properties of our choice.
In case where $( pj&1)0, we get
pj&1pj<$0 , $j ( pj)=0 and
(2.37)
9j (.j)9j (.j ( p))9 j (.j&1) for p # [ p j&1 , pj],
and when $( pj&1)>0, we get
&$0<pjp j&1 , $j ( pj)=0 and
(2.38)
9j (.j)9j (.j ( p))9j (.j&1) for p # [ p j , p j&1].
This concludes our recursive definition of uh , .h , wh .
3. COMPACTNESS
The main task of this section is to establish the following proposition
which yields the desired compactness of (.h)h .
Proposition 3.1. For T small as in (2.25) and almost all t # [0, T]
.h(t)  .(t) strongly in W1, 2(0).
As, we already know that .h  . weakly in L2(0, T ; W 1, 2(0)), it suffices
to show that
.h(t) converges strongly in W1, 2(0) (3.1)
for almost all t # [0, T].
Proposition 3.1 will be proved in the following three lemmas.
We recall (2.14). As G$= has no continuous inverse, not even in a
neighbourhood of .0 , small changes of w and w~ h may induce changes of
.h of much larger scale. These changes of .h take essentially place on a
one-parameter family, as we have seen in the previous section. Now, we
will stronger appeal to the finitness results in [2] and infer for any fixed
time t0 # ]0, T[ that .h(t0) accumulate around finitely many points, see
(3.8) below.
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We start with the following observation. As in (2.26), we set for t # [0, T]
w(t)*=: w0*+:(t) v0+z(t) (3.2)
and know from (2.25) that |:(t)|, &z(t)&Y 12 $1 . Next, we fix t0 # ]0, T[
and define as in (2.27) and (2.35)
.( p) :=.0+ pv0+ y( p, z(t0)) for | p|$0 ,
9(’) :=G=(’)&|
0
w(t0) ’, (3.3)
( p) :=9(.( p)) for | p|$0 .
From (2.22), (2.23) and (2.32), we see that the solutions of G=(.)=w(t0)*
near .0 correspond to the zeros of $. The set of these zeros is finite
because  is real-analytic and not constant, and it is nonempty since
\$(\$0)$1 2 by (2.34) and (3.2). For example, the zeros are &$0<q1
< } } } <qk<$0 for some k1. Putting ,i :=.(qi ) for i=1, ..., k, we get
[. # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)) | G$=(.)=w(t0)*]=[,
i | i=1, ..., k]. (3.4)
Since G$= is proper, see [2], we see that solutions of G$=(.)=w(t0)*+‘
with . # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)) lie arbitrarily close to one of ,
i, say
&.&,i&W 1, 2 (0)<_1 , (3.5)
for _1>0 given, if &‘&W 1, 2 (0)*_2=_2(_1).
Since w # C0([0, T]; W1, 2(0)*) and w~ h  0 by (2.15), there are $, h0>0,
depending on t0 , such that for all t # ]t0&$, t0+$[ and 0<h<h0 , we
have
&w(t)+w~ h(t)&w(t0)&W 1, 2 (0)* , &w(t)&w(t0)&W 1, 2 (0)*_2 . (3.6)
Choosing
0<_1<14 min
1i< jk
|qi&q j |14 min
1i< jk
&,i&, j&W 1, 2 (0) , (3.7)
we see from (3.5) that there exists exactly one ih(t) # [1, ..., k] satisfying
&.h(t)&,ih (t)&W 1, 2 (0)_1 , (3.8)
and the .h(t) accumulate around the finitely many ,i, as desired.
Now ih recognizes only jumps of a certain size of .h. Since .j decreases
the energy 9j according to (2.37) and (2.38), the parameter qih will move
either to the right or to the left, or equivalently that ih is monotone, the
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kind of the monotonicity depending on h, as we will prove in the next
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. For _1 , _2 , $, h0>0 small enough, depending on t0 ,
ih is monotone.
Proof. First, we observe that successive ,i have strictly different energy
levels. Indeed, for i=2, ..., k we have
9(,i)&9(,i&1)=|
q i
q i&1
${0, (3.9)
since ${0 on ]qi&1, qi [. We define
_ :=min
k
i=2
|9(,i)&9(, i&1)|>0.
Since w # C0([0, T]; W1, 2(0)*) and G$= maps bounded sets into bounded
sets, we obtain for small perturbations and i=1, ..., k that
|9(,i+.)&(‘, ,i+.)&9(,i )|C_0 ,
if &.&W 1, 2 (0) , &‘&W 1, 2 (0)_01.
Choosing _0 sufficiently small such that C_0<_3, we conclude that
9(,i+.)&(‘, ,i+.)() 9(,i&1+.~ )&(‘, ,i&1+.~ )
implies (3.10)
9(,i)>(<) 9(, i&1).
if &.&W 1, 2 (0) , &.~ &W 1, 2 (0) , &‘&W 1, 2 (0)_0 .
According to the definition of .h , we have .h=.j on [ jh, ( j+1) h[. We
define ij :=ih(t) for t # [ jh, ( j+1) h[ & ]t0&$, t0+$[{<. We know from
(2.27) and (3.3) that .j=.j ( pj) and ,ij=.(qij ), hence (3.8) yields
| pj&qij |&.j&,ij &W 1, 2 (0)_1 . (3.11)
(3.6) yields together with (2.14) that
&w(t0)&wh( jh)&W 1, 2 (0)*_2 . (3.12)
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Combining this with (2.19), we get for i=1, ..., k and | p&qi |_1 that
&.j ( p)&,i &W 1, 2 (0)=& y( p, zj)& y(qi, z(t0)&W 1, 2 (0)
1( | p&qi|+&w(t0)&wh( jh)&W 1, 2 (0)*)1(_1+_2).
(3.13)
Choosing _1 , _2<<_0 , we see from (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) that we can
apply (3.10) to .=.j ( p)&,i and 9j, as 9j is of the form 9&(‘, .).
Now we assume ij&1<i j . (3.11) yields
pj& pj&1qij&q ij&1&| p j&qij |&| pj&1&qij&1 |4_1&2_12_1>0.
Recalling (2.37), we conclude
9(,i(j&1))>9(,i(j&1)+1) and 9(,(ij )&1)>9(,ij ). (3.14)
Analogously if ij&1>i j , we conclude
9(,i(j&1))>9(,i(j&1)&1) and 9(,(ij )+1)>9(,ij). (3.15)
Now if ih were not monotone, there would be j1< j< j2 such that ij1 , ij2<
(>) ij=: i and il=ij for all j1<l< j2 . Considering the case <, we conclude
from (3.14) and (3.15)
9(,i&1)>9(, i)>9(,i&1),
which is a contradiction. This proves that ih is monotone. K
In our next step to prove (3.1), we force the .h(t) to converge for
rational t. From (2.16), we get that [.h(t)]h is relatively compact in
W1, 2(0) for all t # [0, T]. This holds not only for almost all t # [0, T]
because .h is piecewise constant. Taking a further subsequence, we get
.h(t)  .~ (t) strongly in W 1, 2(0) for t # ]0, T[ & Q,
and G$=(.~ (t))=w(t)* (3.16)
where we have used (2.14), (2.15). For formal reasons, we can think of .h
to be right-hand continuous extended on [0, T[, but this does not matter.
The second equation in (3.16) yields as in (3.8) that for t #
]t0&$, t0+$[ & Q, there exists exactly one i(t) # [1, ..., k] satisfying
&.~ (t)&,i(t)&W1, 2 (0)_1 . (3.17)
Again we have used (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7).
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The relation of ih and i is given by
ih(t)  i(t) for t # ]t0&$, t0+$[ & Q. (3.18)
Indeed, for t # ]t0&$, t0+$[ & Q we take any subsequence of (ih(t))h
which converges, say to @~ # [1, ..., k]. Then, using (3.8) and (3.16), we
obtain
&.~ (t)&,@~&W 1, 2 (0)=lim &.h(t)&, ih (t)&W1, 2 (0)_1 .
Hence @~ =i(t), because of the uniqueness of i(t) in (3.17), and (3.18) is
proved.
We emphasize that .~ is defined for all t # ]0, T[ & Q, whereas ih and i
are only defined in a neighbourhood of a fixed t0 and certainly depend
on t0 . In the next lemma, we extend .~ to all t by considering right- and
left-hand limits.
Lemma 3.3. Let t0 # ]0, T[. Then
lim
t A t0 , t # Q
.~ (t)=: .~ &(t0) and lim
t a t0 , t # Q
.~ (t)=: .~ +(t0)
exist, where the limits are taken to be strongly in W1, 2(0). Moreover
(.h(t0))h converges strongly in W1, 2(0) if .~ &(t0)=.~ +(t0).
Proof. From Lemma 3.2 and (3.18), we conclude that i is monotone.
Therefore i& :=limt A t0 i(t) and i+ :=limt a t0 i(t) exist. Since G$= is proper,
G$=(.~ (t))=w(t)* by (3.16) and w # C 0([0, T]; W1, 2(0)*), any subsequence
of (.~ (t))t A t0 has a subsequence that converges strongly in W
1, 2(0), say to
.~ # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)). We get G$=(.~ )=w(t0)* and, using (3.17), that
&.~ &,i&&W 1, 2 (0)=lim &.~ (t)&,i(t)&W 1, 2 (0)_1 .
Therefore .~ =,i& by (3.4) and (3.7). We conclude that limt A t0 , t # Q .~ (t)
=,i&, and analogously for the right-hand limit, establishing the first part
of the lemma.
Now we consider the case where .~ &(t0)=.~ +(t0), that is i&=i+=: i.
There exists t1 , t2 # ]t0&$, t0+$[ & Q, t1<t0<t2 with i(t1)=i(t2)=i.
Because of (3.18) ih(t1)=ih(t2)=i for small h<<h0 . Since ih is monotone,
we conclude that ih(t0)=i. From (2.16), we get that any subsequence of
(.h(t0))h has a subsequence that converges strongly in W 1, 2(0), say to
. # .0+(U$0(0)_U&(0)). We get G$=(.)=w(t0)* and, using (3.8), that
&.&,i&W 1, 2 (0)=lim &.h(t0)&,ih (t0)&W 1, 2 (0)_1 .
Therefore .=,i, proving that (.h(t0))h converges strongly in W1, 2(0). K
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Now (3.1), hence Proposition 3.1, follows from this lemma when we
show that .~ &(t)=.~ +(t) for almost all t # [0, T]. Since .~ \(t)=: .0+
p\(t) v0+ y( p\(t), z(t)), this is equivalent to p&(t)= p+(t). This is a
general fact which is contained in the following lemma whose proof is a
simple exercise.
Lemma 3.4. Let a<b and p: ]a, b[ & Q  R such that
\t0 # ]a, b[ : lim
t A t0 , t # Q
p(t) and lim
t a t0 , t # Q
p(t) exists.
Then the set
[t0 # ]a, b[ | lim
t A t0 , t # Q
p(t){ lim
t a t0 , t # Q
p(t)]
is at most countable.
Proof. For k # N let
Ck :={t0 # _a+1k , b&
1
k& } | limt A t0 , t # Q p(t)& limt a t0 , t # Q p(t)|
1
k= .
Since the set in the lemma is equal to k # N Ck , it suffices to show that
each Ck is finite. Assume that Ck is not finite. Then there are pairwise
distinct [tj]Ck [a+(1k), b&(1k)]. Extracting a subsequence, we get
without loss of generality tj  t0 and each tj>t0 . Because limt a t0 , t # Q p(t)
exists, there is a $>0 such that \s, t # ]t0 , t0+$[ & Q : | p(s)& p(t)|12k
and therefore Ck & ]t0 , t0+$[=< which is a contradiction. K
4. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR THE =-EQUATION
Proposition 4.1. For small T, there is a solution of (1.5), (1.6) satisfying
(1.8) and (1.9).
Proof. We apply the time-discrete approximation and the compactness
result of the previous sections. From (2.13), we know that the limit
(u, ., w) satisfies (1.5).
We have to prove (1.6) which reads
G$=(.)=w (4.1)
and that (1.8) and (1.9) are satisfied.
Taking $0 , &, and T small enough, we see that .and w differ from .0
and w0 , respectively, only by an arbitrary small value, establishing (1.8).
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(4.1) and (1.9) follow from (2.11), (2.14), (2.15) and the strong con-
vergence of .h(t)  .(t) in W1, 2(0) for almost all t # [0, T], as proved in
Proposition 3.1. K
Finally, we are able to give the global existence result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For this proof, we apply Zorn’s lemma. We
define
5 :=[(u, ., S) | 0<ST, u # L2(0, S; W1, 2(0)),
. # L(0, S; W1, 2(0)), and (u, .)
satisfies (1.5), (1.6), (1.8), (1.9) with T replaced by S]. (4.2)
From Lemma 2.1, we get for (u, ., S) # 5
&u&L (0, S; L 2(0)) & L 2(0, S; W1, 2 (0)) , &.&L (0, S; W 1, 2 (0)) ,
&w&L(0, S; L2 (0)) & L 2 (0, S; W1, 2 (0)) , &tw&L 2 (0, S; W 1, 2 (0)*)
C(0, =, 4), (4.3)
where w=u+.. We partially order 5 by defining for (u, ., S), (u$, .$, S$) # 5
(u, ., S)P (u$, .$, S) :  SS$, u=u$ and .=.$
almost everywhere on ]0, S[.
From Proposition 4.1, we know that 5 is not empty. Let 65 be a non-
void chain. Define S0 :=sup[S | _(u, ., S) # 6]. We define u, .: ]0, S0 [ 
W1, 2(0) by setting u, . | ]0, S[=u~ , .~ | ]0, S[ for S<S0 where (u~ , .~ , S ) # 6
with S >S. Because 6 is a chain, u and . are a well-defined. We see that
(u, ., w=u+.) satisfies (4.3) with S replaced by S0&$, hence for S0 as
well. This yields (u, ., S0) # 5 and (u, ., S0) is an upper bound for 6.
Applying Zorn’s lemma, we get a (u, ., S) # 5 which is maximal in
respect to P. To prove the theorem it remains to show that S=T.
We assume S<T. Setting w=u+., we get w # L(0, S; W 1, 2(0)),
t w # L2(0, T ; W 1, 2(0)*), hence w # C 0w([0, T]; L
2(0)) and w(S) # L2(0) is
well-defined. From Proposition 4.1, we get a solution (u$, .$, w$) of (1.5),
(1.6) satisfying (1.8), (1.9) on [S, S+$] for some $>0 with w$(S)=w(S).
We define (u~ , .~ , w~ ) to be (u, ., w) on [0, S] and to be (u$, .$, w$) on
[S, S+$]. Since w$(S)=w(S), we see that (u~ , .~ , w~ ) solves (1.5), (1.6) and
satisfies (1.8). Further, (1.9) holds for almost all t # [0, S]. It remains to
prove (1.9) on ]S, S+$[. We take a sequence tj<S, tj  S for which
(u, ., w) satisfies (1.9). We conclude
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inf
’ # W1, 2 (0)
(G=(’)&|
0
w(S) ’)+ 12 |
0
|w(S)|2
= lim
j   \ inf’ # W 1, 2 (0) \G=(’)&|0 w(tj) ’++ 12 |0 |w(S)|2+
lim inf
j   \G=(.(tj))&|0 w(t j) .(tj)+ 12 |0 |w(t j )| 2+ ,
since w is weakly continuous. We get (u~ , .~ , w~ ) # 5 contradicting the
maximality of (u, ., w). Therefore S=T, and the theorem is proved. K
5. CONVERGENCE FOR =  0
In the final section, we prove that the solutions of the quasistationary
phase field equations obtained in Theorem 1.1 converge to limits which are
after a normalization solutions of the Stefan problem with GibbsThomson
law.
Theorem 5.1. Let (u= , .= , w=) be a solution as in Theorem 1.1 with +=  0.
Then a subsequence converges weakly in L2(0, T; L2(0)) to some (u, ., w)
which satisfies
tw&2u= f in 0_]0, T[,
&u=0 on 0_]0, T[, (5.1)
w(0)=w0 ,
and
|
0
4
3 (div !&&
T!$&) |{.|&div(u!).=0 (5.2)
for ! # C1(0 , Rn) with !&0=0 and almost all t # [0, T].
Now (u, ., w) is not a proper solution of the Stefan problem with Gibbs
Thomson law as it can only be established that . # L(0, T; BV(0)), but not
.(t) # BVC(0)=[ # BV(0) | (0)[\1]] for almost all t # [0, T].
However, we will prove that for almost all t # [0, T] with .(t) 
BVC(0), we get that .(t) is constant throughout 0. We normalize . by
defining .~ (t)#\1 when .(t)  BVC(0) and .~ (t)=.(t) when .(t) #
BVC(0). Putting u~ =w&.~ , we see that (u~ , .~ , w) is a proper solution of the
Stefan problem with GibbsThomson law, that is it satisfies (5.1), (5.2)
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when (u, ., w) is replaced by (u~ , .~ , w). Moreover, we get that .~ is an
absolute minima of the penalized free energy functional that is
|
0
4
3 |{.~ (t)|&w(t) .~ (t)|
0
4
3 |{’|&w(t) ’ (5.3)
for all ’ # BVC(0) and almost all t # [0, T].
The main point in proving the above theorem is to establish the con-
vergence of (.=)= in L1(0, T; L10(0)), where L
1
0(0) is the quotient space of
L1(0) divided by the constants that is L1(0)span[1]. To this end, we use
the following theorem of Luckhaus whose proof is inserted for the reader’s
convenience.
Theorem [13]. For  # L1(0) with (0)[0, \2]) and v # W 1, 2(0),
we get
&&L 10 (0)C(0)(&+v&L1 (0)+&+v&
12
L1(0) &{v&L 2 (0)),
for some C(0)<.
Proof. On the set [ |v|< 32], we have ||4 |+v|, and on the set
[ |v| 32], we have ||4 min(( |v|&1)+ ,
1
2). From this we obtain
&&L1(0)4 &+v&L1 (0)+4 &min(( |v|&1)+ , 12)&L1 (0) .
If | |v|1||0|3, we estimate the last term with the Poincare -inequality
and get
&min(( |v|&1)+ , 12)&L1(0)C(0) |
0
|{ min(( |v|&1)+ , 12)|
C(0) |
[1<|v|<32]
|{v|
C(0) \|0 |{v|2+
12
|1<|v|< 32 |
12.
We have |1<|v|< 32 |2 &+v&L1 (0) , since |+v|
1
2 on [1<|v|<
3
2 ],
establishing the case | |v|1||0|3.
If | |v|1||0|3, we have without loss of generality |v&1||0|3.
On the set [v<&12 ], we have |&2|8 |+v| , and on the set [v&
1
2 ],
we have |&2|8 min((v+1)+ , 12). From this we obtain
&&L 10 (0)&&2&L1(0)8 &+v&L1 (0)+8 &min((v+1)+ ,
1
2)&L1 (0) .
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Since |v&1||0|3, we can apply the Poincare -inequality and get
&min((v+1)+ , 12)&L1 (0)
C(0) |
0
|{ min((v+1)+ , 12)|
C(0) |
[&1<v<&12]
|{v|C(0) \|0 |{v|2+
12
|&1<v<&12 |
12.
Finally, we have |&1<v<&12 |2 &+v&L1 (0) , since |+v|
1
2 on
[&1<v<&12 ], concluding the proof of the lemma. K
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need one further lemma.
Lemma 5.1. For . # W1, 2(0) and 1>0 with E=(.)1, there exists
 # BVC(0) satisfying 0 |{|1 and
&.&&L 2 (0)|0(=),
where |0=|1, 0 satisfies lim= a 0 |0(=)=0.
Proof. We assume the lemma were false. Then there exists $>0 and
=j a 0, .j # W1, 2(0) with E=j (.j)1, and
&.j&&L 2 (0)$. (5.4)
for all  # BVC(0) with 0 |{|1 and j # N. Let H(t) := 32 
t
0 - W(s) ds
and .~ j :=H(.j). We have &.~ j &L1(0)C(1 ) and
|
0
|{.~ j |=
3
2 |0 - W(.j) |{.j |
3
4 |0 =j |{.j |
2+
1
=j
W(.j)
3
4
1,
since E=j (.j)1. Therefore, without loss of generality taking a sub-
sequence, we obtain that (.~ j) j converges strongly in L1(0) and pointwise
almost everywhere on 0 to a function .~ # BV(0) with 0 |{.~ |1. Since
H is strictly increasing, we conclude that (.j) j # N converges pointwise
almost everywhere on 0 to .=H&1(.~ ). As &.j&L4 (0)C(1 ), we obtain
that .j  . strongly in L2(0). From Fatou’s lemma we get
|
0
W(.)lim inf
j   |0 W(.j)lim infj   =jE=j (.j)=0,
and hence .(0)[\1]. This implies .~ =H(.)=., . # BVC(0), and
0 |{.|1, since H(\1)=\1. From (5.4), we get \j # N : &.j&.&L 2 (0)
$, contradicting that .j  . strongly in L2(0). K
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Finally, we put the things we have established together.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since (u= , .= , w=) satisfies (1.9), we get from
Lemma 2.1 the following estimates
&u=&L (0, T; L 2 (0)) & L 2 (0, T; W1, 2 (0)) , &E=(.=)&L (0, T ) ,
(5.5)
&w=&L (0, T; L 2 (0)) , &t w=&L 2 (0, T; W 1, 2 (0)*)C(0, 4).
This yields the weak convergence in L2(0, T; L2(0)) of a subsequence of
(u= , .= , w=)= to some (u, ., w) # (L2(0, T; L2(0))3, and (5.1) follows from (1.5).
Since L2(0) is separable, using Lemma 5.1, there are = # L(0, T;
BVC(0)) that satisfy
&=&L(0, T; BVC(0))C(0, 4),
(5.6)
&.=&=&L (0, T; L 2(0))|1(=),
where for example |1(=) :=|0(=)+=. We define w~ = :==+u= and get from
(5.5) and (5.6)
&w~ =&L 2(0, T; BV(0) & L4 (0))C(0, 4),
&w~ =&w~ =( &{)&L 2({, T; W1, 2 (0)*)C(0, 4)({+|1(=)).
for {>0. We apply [21, Theorem 5] to the embeddings BV(0) & L4(0)
/L2(0)/W 1, 2(0)*, of which the first one is compact, and obtain a
subsequence of (w~ =)= that converges strongly in L2(0, T; L2(0)). Restricting
to this subsequence, we get with (5.6) the strong convergence of (w=)= in
L2(0, T; L2(0)) and the estimate
&w~ =&w~ =(&{)&L1 ({, T; L1(0))|({), (5.7)
where lims a 0 |(s)=0.
Now we apply Luckhaus’ Theorem to ==&=(&{) and v=u=&u=(&{)
# W1, 2(0), and get
&=&=(&{)&L1 ({, T; L 10(0))
C(0)(&w~ =&w~ =(&{)&L1({, T; L1(0))
+&w~ =&w~ =(&{)&12L1 ({, T; L1 (0)) &{u=&{u=(&{)&L2 ({, T; L 2 (0)))
C(0, 4)(|({)+|({)12), (5.8)
where we have used (5.5) and (5.7).
From (5.6), (5.8), [21, Theorem 1], and the compactness of the mapping
BV(0)  L10(0), we get that a subsequence of (=)= converges strongly in
L1(0, T; L10(0)) and pointwise for almost all t # [0, T]. (5.6) yields for
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almost all t # [0, T] that [=(t)]= is relatively compact in L1(0). If there
are two subsequences = (i)j  0, i=1, 2, for which = j(i) (t)  
(i) in L1(0), we
conclude that (i) # BVC(0), with &(i)&BV(0)C(0, 4), and (1)=(2) in
L10(0), that is 
(1)&(2)=constant in 0. Since (i) # BVC(0), we conclude
that either (1)=(2) or [(1), (2)]=[\1].
We define C to be the set of all t for which (=(t))= converges in L1(0).
From (5.6), we get that .=(t)  .(t) strongly in L1(0) for t # C.
Next we prove that .(t) is constant for t  C. Using the weak convergence
.=  ., we get for any measurable E[0, T]&C and ! # C 10(0, R
n)
|
E
|
0
. div != lim
=  0 |E |0 .= div != lim=  0 |E |0 = div !=0,
because 0 =(t) div ! is bounded, and for every subsequence =  0 there is
a subsequence =j  0 such that =j (t)  \1 in L
1(0), and therefore
lim j   0 =j (t) div !=\0 div !=0. Since 0 is connected, .(t) is constant
for almost all t  C. As pointed out at the beginning of this section, we see
that .(t) is constant if .(t)  BVC(0).
Next we prove (5.3). For almost all t # [0, T], we have strong con-
vergence of w=(t) to w(t) in L2(0), and for a subsequence =j  0, we get
.=j  . in L
2(0), where . =.(t), if t # C, and . =\1, if t  C. From [15],
we obtain
|
0
4
3 |{. |lim inf
j  
E=j (.=j (t))
and for ’ # BVC(0), there exists [’=]W1, 2(0) such that
’=  ’ in L1(0),
E=j (’=j)  |
0
4
3 |{’|.
Further, since E=(’=) is bounded, we get ’=  ’ in L2(0). This yields
using (1.8)
|
0
4
3 |{. |&(u(t)+.(t)) .
lim inf
j  
( lim sup
j  
)(E=j (.=j (t))&|
0
w=j (t) .=j (t))
lim sup
j  
(G=j (.=j (t))&|
0
w=j (t) .=j (t)&
1
2 |
0
|.=j (t)|
2)
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lim sup
j   \G=j (’=j)&|0 w=j (t) ’=j++=j& 12 |0 |.=j (t)|2+
|
0
( 43 |{’|&w(t) ’)+
1
2 |
0
( |’|2&|. |2)
=|
0
4
3 |{’|&(u(t)+.(t)) ’,
because |’|=|. |=1, establishing (5.3), if t # C. If t  C, we get that both
1and &1 # BVC(0) are absolute minima of the functional in (5.3). Hence
.~ (t), as defined after Theorem 5.1, satisfies (5.3) for t  C as well, since
.~ (t) # [\1]. Taking ’=. =.(t), if t # C, we infer further
4
3 |
0
|{.(t)|=lim
= a 0
E=(.=(t)). (5.9)
Finally we prove (5.2). If t  C, we have .~ (t) # [\1], hence (5.2) holds
trivially.
So we assume t # C and therefore .=(t)  .(t) in L2(0). The following
proof is essentially taken from [14].
Let ! # C1(0, Rn) with !&0=0 on 0. For almost all t # C[0, T], we
have .= # W2, 2(0) and therefore _ :=ni=1 !i i.= # W
1, 2(0). We test (1.6)
with _ and get, omitting the dependence on t and summing over i and j
respectively,
|
0
2= j .= j (!i i .=)+
1
=
W$(.=)  i.=! i=|
0
u=!i  i.= .
Observing that W$(.=)  i.= i (W(.=)), integration by parts yields
|
0
div(u=!) .=
=&|
0
2= j.= j!i i .=&|
0
2= j.= ji.=!i+|
0
1
=
W(.=) div !
=|
0 \= |{.= |2+
1
=
W(.=)+ div !&|0 &T.= !$&.= 2= |{.= |2, (5.10)
since j .= ji .== 12 i |{.= |
2. Here &.= :={.= |{.= |.
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We define a= :=- = |{.= |, b= :=(1- =) - W(.=), H(t) := 32  t0 - W(s) ds
as in Lemma 5.1, and = :=H(.=). We have =  H(.)=. strongly in
L1(0). From (5.5), we have
&a=&L 2 (0) , &b=&L 2(0)C(0, 4). (5.11)
From (5.9), we get
4
3 |
0
|{.| 43 lim inf
= a 0 |0 |{= |=
4
3 lim inf
= a 0 |0 |{H(.=)|
=2 lim inf
= a 0 |0 - W(.=) |{.= |lim inf= a 0 (lim sup= a 0 ) E=(.=)=
4
3 |
0
|{.|,
and hence
4
3 |
0
|{.|= 43 lim
= a 0 |0 |{= |=lim= a 0 |0 2a=b= lim= a 0 |0 (a
2
= +b
2
= ). (5.12)
This implies
&a=&b=&L 2 (0)  0,
(5.13)
&|{= |& 34 (a
2
= +b
2
= )&L1 (0)  0.
Since =  . in L1(0), we have {=  {. in the weak* topology of
C00(0)*. Therefore we conclude from (5.12) and (5.13)
lim
= a 0 |0
3
4 (a
2
= +b
2
= ) g=lim
= a 0 |0 |{= | g=|0 g |{.|, (5.14)
for all g # C0(0) & L(0). From Reshetnyak’s theorem, see [19], we get
for all 8 # C0(0_Sn&1) & L(0_Sn&1) that
lim
= a 0 |0 8(., &= ) |{= |=|0 8(., &.) |{.|, (5.15)
where &= {= |{= | and &.={.|{.|. From (5.14), we obtain
lim
= a 0 |0 \= |{.= |2+
1
=
W(.=)+ div !=lim= a 0 |0 (a2= +b2= ) div !
=
4
3 |0 div(!) |{.|. (5.16)
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Since {= H$(.=) {.= , we have &= &.= . Using (5.11), (5.13), and (5.15),
we obtain
lim
= a 0 |0 &
T
.= !$&.= 2= |{.= |
2=lim
= a 0 |0 &
T
= !$&= 2a
2
= =lim
= a 0 |0 &
T
= !$&= 2a=b=
=lim
= a 0
4
3 |
0
&T= !$&= |{= |=
4
3 |
0
&T.!$&. |{.|.
(5.17)
Integrating (5.10) in time over an arbitrary, measurable set EC, using
(5.16), (5.17) and the convergence of u= and .= , we get
|
E
|
0
div(u!).= 43 |
E
|
0
(div !&&T.!$&.) |{.|.
Since E and ! are arbitrary, (iii) follows for almost all t # C. K
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